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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Renovation Of Schneider, 
Dorms Causes Overspending 
B.v Mollie Daviso11 '73 for the economics of higher educa-
"What class is this? Is this a tion today, Mr. Kiebala nmed "al· 
colloquium?" mosl a hysteria beginning to grow 
Hardly. Th is was the all-college I think it's a bit of an over-reac-
meeting called by President Ruth tion. •· He attributed the present 
M. Adams rn o weeks ago to enable over:,pending of income at Welles-
members of the College comnumitv Icy primarily to such special proj· 
to learn the deta ils of this vear's ects as the completion of the con-
budget from Joseph Kiebala. Jr .. structlon of Schneider, costing well 
Vice President for Business Aftairs over SS00.000 in this year alone, 
The attendance by only a handful the renovation of the new dom1s, 
of studnnts made what Mi~s Adams accounting for more than $400,000, 
joking!) referred to as "this over- and the renewal of the electrical 
crowded meeting" resembled a power system. adding about S700,· 
friendly little gathering more than 000 to expenses. 
the normally packed lecture hall in Defining special projects as one-
Pendleton. time expenses, necessary but not 
Financial Crisis U11iversal repetitive. Mr. Kiebala suggested 
At this meeting and in a subse- that the nearly 150 per cent in-
quent interview Mr Kiebala out· crease in the outlay for special 
lined the financial problems faced projects since last fiscal year rep-
by Wellesley and most other col- resents an unusually high incidence 
leges and universities in this coun- of these projects rather than an on-
try today. The College's anticipated going problem. For this reason the 
expenditure of more than S3,000.- difference between expenses and 
000 beyond its Sl2,000,000 worth income, a difference which more 
of projected income for this fiscal than doubled over the past year, 
year represents perhaps the most should return to a somewhat lower 
concrete evidence of the financial level in the future. 
crisis at Wellesley. 
Schneider Costs Reasonable 
Schneider, which cost a total of 
more than $1,000,000 to build over 
the past three years, will presum-
ably last for many years to come 
and require little expenditure be-
yond routine maintenance and op-
eration. Mr. Kiebala observed that 
commented that "a lot of colleges 
are coming by to look at this" as 
an example of Telatively inexpen-
sive but durable construction 
Furthermore, Mr. Kiebala stress-
ed that Bates. Freeman. and Mc-
Afec. like buildings elsewhere dat-
ing from the 1950s. a rc requiring 
their first renovation this year 
above and beyond normal main-
tenance and operation. He also 
indicated that the recent overhaul 
of the power system, the first such 
project in the past 40-50 years, 
will probably last for another half 
century before further expensive 
repairs become necessary. 
Special Project Cutback 
Mr. Kiebala predicted that the 
College will make an effort to cur-
tail special projects for 1971-72 or 
defer them to the following fiscal 
year in order to overcome this 
"tremendous imbalance" between 
income and expenses. In addition, 
he will be analyzing the "auxiliary 
enterprises" such as dining halls 
and dorms, where annual expendi-
tures have increased out of pro-
portion to income. 
Nearly all of the income for din-
ing halls and dorms, the largest 
single item under auxiliary enter-
prises, comes from room and board 
fees charged to students. On the 
other hand, tuition provides only 
(Continued on page 7) 
Mr. Kiebala quickly pointed out, 
however, that Wellesley's present 
financial situation is still far bet· 
ter than that of many other schools 
despite the fact that the College 
this year is "living and spending 
beyond the sources of income we 
know we have at our disposal." He 
emphasized that this overrun in 
the revised budget for 1970-71 con-
stitutes an overexpenditure rather 
than a deficit because money from 
endowment and quasi-endowment 
funds will make up the difference. 
the renovation and equipment of ,...~!!!!!!~---------
the building cost $40 per square PRF.88 OONFERENCE 
Hysteria: ''Over-reaction" 
Looking at the general pattern 
foot, which he viewed as "very NEWS will bold a press conts-
reasonable" compared to the $50- ence with all can<fldates for {.JG of. 
~55 per square foot to construct a fices on Mon., March 1, at 9:SO 
completely new building. He refer- pm 1n 300 BllllJJp. Photos will be 
taken at this time. OaU .Judy ~ 
red to Schneider as "a fairly decent sock at 2S7·CN5% If unable to attend. 
project," financially speaking, and -------------
EB- WELL Elicits Reaction; 
E. B. Residents Voice Views 
By Paula Pavey '73 
As the controversy over the EB-
W ELL budget continues, most 
East Boston residents are more 
enthusiastic about the program 
than ever before. In talking to 
four of the community leaders. this 
n :porter sensed optimism; above 
all. ther\! was a definite desire for 
the program to continue. 
Mr. Joe Keohane, of the East 
Boston Legal A.id Services, said of 
"his" girls. "I Jove them all." He 
elaborated, "I'd just like to sing 
a great song of praise for these 
girls .. . I couldn't place a monetary 
value on the work they're doing." 
The girls. headed by Lee Fluornoy 
'71, work with the office lawyers 
in cases and do legal research. Mr. 
Keohane feels that the EB.WELL 
program is of undisputed value to 
both parties; as he said, "I hope 
it continues to grow. We have a 
lot to gain from it, and the girls 
are learning things, too." 
Commitment 
Mr. Daly, principal of the Bames 
funior High School in East Bos-
ton, agreed that the EB-WELL 
program "has been very success-
ful." Wellesley girls serve as 
teacher aides in many departments 
at the junior high, including the 
art, gym, and history departments 
in particular. According to Mr. 
Daly, the girls simply "try to help 
the teachers in whatever way they 
can." They are especially useful, 
he noted, in activities such as field 
trips. 
During the second semester, the 
program at Barnes is being revised 
slightly so that the girls are placed 
more in the areas where they wish 
to be placed. As Mr. Daly put it, 
they "have drawn up guidelines, 
so that we have people in the pro-
gram who have something different 
to offer (in their fields)." 
An Impact 
Mr. Edward Gottgart, director o 
the East Boston IMPACT prograrr 
terlrted the Wellesley girls in hi 
office "fantastic." They are, in Ii 
words ... one of the best things tha 
has ever happened to this pro 
gram." Last scmc~ter the girls con 
ducted a housinr survey in Eas 
Boston. Mr. Gottga1 l explained tho 
the results of this survey will b 
used in the hou:;ing rehabili1.itio1 
program which l MP ACT is initial 
ing. This term he plans to hav 
the Wellesley students in his offo:1 
conduct a community busines 
survey. 
Mr. Gottgart views the propose< 
termination of the EB-WELL pro 
gram as " unfortunate" since h1 
thinks it is ''a valuable experienC4 
for both parties." But he continued 
·•I can see Wellesley's position .. 
but l can also take the communit1 
perspective. I have mixed emotiorn 
(about the financial problems con 
fronting EB-WELL). I would no: 
want to see the program leave Eas 
Boston." 
Sensitivity 
Sister Margaret Pierce, of th< 
East Boston APAC office, work! 
in the EB-WELL program with 
Wellesley students doing after 
school tutorial work. She said ol 
the girls, "I'd like to see then: 
9tretch themselves a bit-the pro 
gram is well worth it." She said 
the girls vary in their perform· 
ances; "Some come very regularly 
others don't come regularly." 
Sister Margaret feels that the 
program could make a ·lot of prog· 
ress "if we (the EB-WELL Steer· 
ing Committee) were ever freed 
from the endless hassle with 
Phibbs, Adams, et al." One of the 
(Continued on page 6) 
SMC Stages Workshops And Speakers in D.C. 
By Susan Bausell '73 
At six in the morning, I do not 
function without a cup of coffee 
and/or a Marlborcr--1 need my 
caffeine and nicotine at that slug-
gish hour even if they are blowing 
both my stomach and lungs into 
oblivion. Coffee cup and cigarette 
undoubtedly make my body begin 
to react to stimuli-it's possible 
they also make me feel less self-
conscious surrounded by self-con-
scious socialists who can coherent-
ly discuss Marxism at that hour 
without such aids. 
Waiting for the bus bound for 
SMC's National Anti-War Confer-
ence that morning, I somehow felt 
I had either missed the revolution 
or the revolution had somehow 
missed me. I just can't seem "to 
get it together" these days-I was 
later told by no less than a Crim· 
son reporter that I looked like I 
was dying. 
Highwaymen 
The ride down was a bearable 
11 or t 2 hours-the high school 
students behind me were discuss-
ing the war like everyone does, 
the particular lethal trio across the 
aisle were arguing about the rela-
tive merits of Stanilism vs. Trot· 
skyism. the couple in front looked 
as if they were in love and were 
acting accordingly. 
My seat partner and I were 
mumbling about how tired we 
were, about how Marx worked conflict which SMC has been try-
better than Sominex when it came ing to resolve for some time now, 
to do:r.ing off, even though we were the problem of whether it will be 
sure socialism had •to be better. It more effective either to limit 
was good to know I wasn't the SMC's effort..s to stopping the war 
only one-I relaxed. or to seriously expand its struggle 
There was an intense young-old t? ·the relate~ are_as of -:V?men's 
man touring the aisles trying to rig~, Gay Liberation, poht1cal n:-
sell YSA's Militant-he shows up press1on and ~.orker·student al~­
at all these affairs and can never ances. The deomon reached at th1s 
understand that, no, I can't buy year's conference definit~ly pointed 
a copy of ithe Militant because, to the former emphasis. 
yes, I have to eat this weekend. His Focus: Anti-War 
sorrowing eyes always give me 
this damning look as if I'm the 
only person still alive who would 
pass up the Militant for a hot dog. 
He stood there waiting for me to 
capitulate-I looked in ·the other 
direction, away from that gaze of 
his, started some Freud .... But now 
it's four days later and it's im-
possible to stay smart-alecky about 
it all even if <that is the writing 
style that seems to attract readers. 
The issues discussed by the con-
ference are too serious to be passed 
over lightly or cynioally. 
The Conference 
The conference itself was less 
swirling and perhaps more coher-
ent this year. It began with a series 
of speakers last Friday night rang-
ing from Don Gurewitz, National 
Executive Secretary of SMC, to 
Ron Oellums, newly-elected Con-
gressman from Berkeley. 
Indirectly, they all spoke to the 
Akhough proposals were ~ubmit­
ted by 13 separate workshops 
whose topics ranged from "Women 
and the War" to the "Middle 
East," major actions agreed upon 
by those at the conference will 
revolve around a National Draft 
Action Day on March 15 and a 
masis march in D.C. on April 24 
demanding an immediate troop 
withdrawal in Vietnam. The de-
cision to concentrate almost exclu-
sively on anti-war activity this 
spring caused the same factionali-
zation which almost destroyed the 
spirit of last yoar's conference. 
The Young Socialist Alliance 
(YSA) was again accused of mani-
pulating the vote, especially in con-
nection wth proposals dealing with 
student involvement in labor dis-
putes, none of which were passed. 
Stalinists against Trotskyites, so-
cialist scabs against Leninists--a 
very private little war over politi-
cal dogma was erupting towards May actions, however, include not 
the end of what was supposed to be only immediate troop withdrawal 
an ·'anti-war" conference. but also a guaranteed annual in-
United Front come and freedom for all political 
prisoners. Although many in the 
By steering away from a multi· academic community are in total 
pronged effect and focussing on sympathy with the last two d~ 
the war issue alone, howevCt', it mands, most middle Americans are 
is possible that SMC is saving itself 
from certain political death. In not. Death or Rebirth? 
planning !lln "orderly, disciplined" Thus, SMC's decision is perhaps 
march on Aprii 24, it is more the only path open at the moment 
likely that previously alienated if one is seriously concerned with 
segments of our society can unite involving the entire American com· 
to show some strength. Already munity in the anti-war effort. 
more than 50 unions have endorsed Union membe~ do not want to 
the April 24th march, a rather sur· hear about Gay Liberation or poli· 
prising and unprecedented event. tical prisoners-it is conceivable, 
In contrast the the support SMC however, that they would ' march to 
has so fat" received, the days of show their disapproval of our pres-
action set for the first week of May ence in Indochina. 
by the People's Coalition for Peace Whether April 24th will be any 
and Justice (PCPJ), the group cen· more effective than the others is 
tered around Rennie Davis and debatable. Regardless of the fact 
Dave Dellinger, have lost almost that SMC has certainly managed to 
all previous endorsements and may build a broader base for anti-war 
not even take place at all. PCPJ's activity ;n the past year, Nixon's 
initial aim was to shut down Wash- moves so far have shown a rather 
ington, D.C., by blocking freeways calloused disregard of public 
and entries into federal buildings opinion. 
throughout the city. To the student Whether the anti-war movement 
population, cynical .about the ef- is thus near death or near re-birth 
fectiveness of m~re mass. ~alli~ is impossible to tell. The old spirit 
and i_narchc:s, the 1~ea of CJVl~ dls- of marching has seemingly passed. 
o~!e:'1ce m relation to anti-war Nothing has worked and yet no 
act1V1t1.es has been perha~s. more one has come up with anything 
attractive and more pronusmg as more feastble or more effective. At 
to immediate results. times, it seems better to light up 
The demands motivating the a joint and forget it all. 
Pap Two 
$? 
The lead article in last week's issue of News concerned the present 
confusion over the EB-WELL budget. News was fon:ed to present three 
separate stories on this issue because the three people interviewed gave 
us conflicting information. We sincerely hoped that in presenting the 
issue to the Wellesley community in this way, some concurrence would 
have to be reached by the publication of this issue of News. None has. 
We are profoundly disappointed at the lack of attention the budget 
conflict has received. However, we do not wish to dwell on the matter, 
but if anything, we wish to clear it up as soon as possible. We are in 
finn agreement with Mr. Jerry Visoione, member of the EB-WELL Steer-
ing Committee, when he says, "The Steering Committee has spent very 
little time thinking about anything but money ... nobody pays any 
attention to the students." 
We alsq, question what appears to be an oversimplification of the 
problem on the part of Sister Margaret Pierce (see article p. 1). Sister 
Margaret, and apparently some of the other participants in the program, 
seem all too eager to equate the value of the program in terms of dollars 
and cents. It is this sort of judgment which is blowing the budget con-
troversy out of proportion. 
It is sad indeed when East Boston community leaders can foresee 
the termination of EB-WELL arising out of this financial confusion. 
News believes this situation wiJl only straighten itself out when the 
Wellesley administration and the EB-WELL leaders sit down together 
and discuss what the original terms of the program were, and how, if 
at all, they have changed. 
News does not want to have to say anything else about this finan-
cial dilemma. However, as long as it remains a dilemma it has the power 
of reriously curtailing discussion of more significant EB-WELL issues. 
The program is far too valuable to sacrifice over a financial misunder-
standing. 
Grass Stains 
The Grass is always greener on the other side o/ IJhe fence. 
-Anon. 
With March just around the comer, it really is time to start think· 
ing about spring. Eventually the trees will grow buds and the grass turn 
green as the snow melts from on top of it. Along with this resurgence 
of nature, students get restless (this is notably a sophomore syndrorue) 
and many decide that the grass looks greener on the other side of num-
eroua college fences. Such restlessness frequently grows into an appli· 
cation to attend school elsewhere. 
A blade of grass is always a blade of grass, whether in ~ne 1:ountry 
or another. -Samuel Johnson 
Although there is a call to apply for complete transfer to test the 
grazing lands of other colleges, many students decide to leave the 
pasture gate open while they take a temporary foray beyond the fence. 
They apply to the Twelve College Exchange. 
From the Valley of the folly Green Giant. 
Of the 164 completed applications received for the Twelve College 
Exchange from Wellesley students, 151 were processed and sent to the 
respective colleges for decisions on admission. (13 applicants were dis· 
qualified for a variety of reasons, such as Dartmouth not wanting any 
freshmen.) 151 out of a total enrollment of 1750. This number, com-
prised substantially of sophomores, represents approximately 8.6% of 
the student body. Somebody's grass is looking quite green. It must be 
noted that of all the colleges on the exchange, Dartmouth drew the 
largest number of Wellesley applicants. 
The relation between superiors and inferiors is like that between 
the wind and the grass. The grass must bend when the \wind blows 
across it. ~onfucius 
However, it must also be noted that like the view seen through 
those green glasses Dorothy wore in the Land of Oz, the view on the 
other side of the fence may be somewhat colored by illusions. What is 
it really like to be a blade of Marian in a patch of Kentucky Bluegrass? 
Or a shoot of clover in an alfalfa field? Wendy Wellesley, quite con-
trary, how does your garden grow? May we suggest a less chauvinistic 
brand of fertilizer? 
I bequeathe myself to tlie dirt, to grow /rom the grass J love; -if 
you want me again, look /or me under your boot-soles. -Whitman 
However, returning to the grass roots level, the current trend at 
Wellesley of increased applications for study at different colleges, con-
forms to similar trends at other schools. This trend can only result in a 
more fruitful intellectual harvest, as is illustrated by the theory of crop 
rotation. 
Go to grass. 
-John Fletcher 
So put that in your pipe and smoke it. 
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Repressed 
To the editor: 
As the war in Southeast Asia 
continues and spreads to more and 
more countries, its cost in human 
lives and maimed bodies as well 
as in dollars grows and grows. 
While the cost in lives is borne 
largely by the Southeast Asian peo· 
pies, many Americans. mostly 
working class youths, a large num-
ber of whom are black. also pay 
with their lives or suffer perman-
ent disabilities. The financial cost 
of the war is also passed on to the 
American working people. lnfla· 
tion has caused a drop in real 
wages over the last five years. Now 
the big corporations have turned to 
large-scale Jay-offs coupled with 
speed-up and deteriorating working 
conditions for the remaining work· 
ers in an effort to maintain profits. 
For example, General Electric 
plans to lay off WOO workers in 
Massachusetts alone. Smaller com-
panies follow suit. President Nixon 
called this "squeezing the fat out 
of the economy," we call it "squeez-
ing the workers." 
Last Thursday (Feb. I 1) there 
was an all·college meeting concern-
ing the financial state of the col-
lege. Mr. Kiebala, vice president 
for business affairs, stated that we 
can't continue to let expenditures 
exceed income. Some of the col-
lege's employees in Maintenance 
and Service fear that the college 
will solve its financial problems by 
laying off workers or eliminating 
jobs as they become vacant. Some 
of us distributed a leaflet at the 
alt.<:ollege meeting because we 
share this concern and want to 
make others aware of it too. The 
fact that the college has not yet 
come to an agreement with the 
union on a new contract. although 
the old one expired last July, is one 
cause of this fear. Mr. Kiebala sta-
ted that there was disagreement on 
two substantive issues but did not 
explain what they are. Are these 
related to job security? Mr. Kiebala 
also stated that in the budget for 
1971-'72 "special projects" would 
be particularly scrutinized. Special 
projects, as last year's examples 
showed, are upkeep and renova. 
tion of buildini;1:S. Jn other words, 
they provide jobs for the college's 
electricians, carpenters. sheet met-
al workers, plumbers, etc. Will 
these men find themselves out of 
work? The same concern applies 
to food service employees. 
Will the college once again at· 
tempt to close some kitchens? Stu· 
dents should be aware that when a 
kitchen is closed. jobs are elimin-
ated. 
We believe that students and fac-
ulty have an interest in protecting 
the jobs of college employees. Any-
one interested in joining us should 
call. or drop a note, to any one of 
us. We should like to arran~e a 
meeting within the next five days. 
Ruth Anna Putnam, 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
Bronwyn J. Edwards '72 
Gwen DuBois '71 
Lisa Jones '72 
R" bin Dresdner '73 
Allen Schiffenbauer, Assistant 
Professor of Psychology 
Stephen London. Assistant 
Professor of Sociology 
"Impressed 
To the editor: 
T am writing to you concerning 
the dismissal of Martine Loutfi 
from the French department. Be· 
cause I am a senior, I feel I have 
had enough contact with teachers 
here to make a reasonable judg· 
ment of Mrs. Loutfi, and because I 
am a French major I think I am 
in a particularly good postion to 
do so. 
J am taking my third course 
from Mrs. Loutfi this semester. It 
was chosen more for the teacher 
'Dnanclay, February ~ 111'11 
feedback 
than the subject ma~r. because I 
had confidence that whatever Mrs. 
Loutfi taught, she would make in-
teresting. Her classes are dynamic 
and always extremely well-prepar-
ed. She has a fantastic command of 
the material she teaches, but uses 
it to challenge rather than intimi· 
date her students. When I worked 
with her on an independent study, 
I had never felt so motivated to 
really exercise my abilities to the 
fullest capacity. J have never 
known a teacher about whom I 
have heard such universally posi-
tive reports from other students. 
She is certainly the most outstand-
ing teacher I have had at Wellesley. 
Outside the area of teaching abil-
ity, she has contributed in several 
other ways such as being instru· 
mental in the creation of several 
courses and writing a book to be 
published in June. 
I really wonder what the cri-
terion for teachers is when the 
college fires the dynamic and ex-
citing ones and retains those who 
year after year bore students and 
kill interest in the subject they 
teach. 
I sincerely hope you will re· 
consider your decision. 
Kristen Dutton '71 
Pressed 
To the editor: 
We are running as President and 
Vice-President of College Govern-
ment. We arrived at this decision 
as a result of conversations and ex-
periences of this year. 
We recognize the difficulties that 
the present College Government 
administration faced due to the re· 
latively late adoption of the new 
Senate constitution. The full Sen-
ate did not begin to meet until 
November. and committees were 
not appointed until this term. 
Another handicap of this year's 
Senate has been its primary tradi-
tional role of determining social le· 
igslation. There is virtually no more 
social legislation to undertake. yet 
we feel that College Government 
still has a vital function. 
Next year will be a decisive one 
for Student Government at Welles-
ley. With the increased manpower 
under the new constitution. Senate 
can innovate creative programs 
that previously have not been at· 
tempted. 
We both understand that this 
new role, by necessity , entails sig· 
nificant energy and ingenuity. 
Broadened functions demand a 
knowledge of and familiarity with 
the workings of the entire college. 
Our complementary · backgrounds 
fit this demand. 
Accordingly. we decided to ask 
Senate for its approval of our plan 
to run as co-presidents. The general 
concensus of Senate and others 
concerning our plan was negative. 
Therefore. we have decided not 
to ask for an amendment or an in· 
terpretation of the constitution. In· 
stead we are running for separate 
offices in the hope that we can 
achieve the same goals of creativity 
and vitality in College Govern-
ment. 
Clare Mankowski '72, 
Chairman of Vil Juniors 
Page Talbott 72, Vice-
President for On-Campus 
Affairs 
Express 
To the editor: 
On Friday, February 19, the 3: 10 
bus to MIT was already full when 
several additional people boarded. 
When the bus driver got on, he 
noted the overload and made some 
jokes about this. As he was pre-
paring to leave, a boy tried to get 
on but was refused. Since I felt it 
likely this might be an MIT" stu-
dent returning from a class at Wel-
lesley, and since I knew many peo-
ple already on the bus were not 
going to classes at MIT, I asked 
that this boy be allowe<l to board. 
At this point the driver became 
very angry and demanded that five 
people must get off so that there 
would be no overload at all. More-
over. when he came to the quad 
bus stop, he did not even stop to 
see if there were people trying to 
get to classes. 
Perhaps I was at fault for un-
wittingly provoking the driver's 
anger, though I considered my 
question reasonable. However, I 
felt that it was unfair to allow ex· 
Ira people to board who had no 
academic appointments at MIT but 
to exclude those who might have a 
more legitimate claim to a seat. J 
apologize to those who lost their 
seats as a result, but my regret is 
greater with respect to those at the 
quad bus stop who might have 
missed classes due to the driver's 
obstinacy. 
Obviously something must .be 
done. Since Wellesley cross-regis· 
trants receive MIT identification 
stickers, could not these serve as 
"tickets" to give the holder prior-
ity. Also MIT cross-registrants 
could be given some sort of Wel-
lesley identification, if they do not 
already have such. Of course, even 
this does not prevent cross-regis· 
tered students from contributing to 
overload even though they are not 
going to a class. Nor does it pre-
vent the loaning of identification 
emblems for the purpose of riding 
the bus in the event of over-crowd-
ing. Let us hope that such occur-
rances would be few. I think this 
would be a better system than no 
system at all, where we are subject 
to the selfishness and thoughtless-
ness of students and the whim of 
the driver. 
Ann Sutphin '71 
e 
mind expansions 
Pro\.idencc - The death of Pcmbroke College at age 79 was annoonced 
last month by the Advisory and Executivl? Committee of Brown University. 
It was not unanimous; one woman trustee dissented in the meeting fuat 
was described as "~ and not very excited." The merger joins the 
offices of admission, job placement, housing, financial aid and ~. 
The ne-.1.·ly co-educated Bro,1.n wm oot have a dean of women to replace 
the now non-eXlistant dean of Pembroke. 
New York - The American Council of Education announced ratings tor 
the graduate schools in the country Thl' report ranked Berkeley first, 
!~ by Harvard, Stantord, and the University or Clllca.go. Foll~ 
in order are Yale, MIT, Michigan, Princeton, Cal Tedl, Wisconsin, Illimis, 
C.Olwnbia, and Rockefeller. This survey was based on answers by fac\.tty 
members in various fields of study at 130 schools to questionaires sent out 
by the Council. A<."t.U'ding to ttie New York Tuneos. "'lile ratings reflect ittie 
way an average of peiiha.ps 100 toochers in each discipline regarded gr&• 
duate programs .a<t l'heir own sohool and others." 
Dover, Deleware - A progress report on Student a.Uairs, released by 
the O>mm!ttee oo Student Affairs at DC'leware State College outlined a 
program to fight apathy on oo.mpus. tt stated that the war in Vietnam, 
coology, and the hip revolution are irrelevant to the campus. ~ tbe 
issues as rac!&n, black liberation, p00ce power, polltk:al authori:cy. poverty, 
sooial mobi~ty. and problems of the educational system, the O>cnmittee 
expressed hope ttiat ttiey could bring about interest in llhese topi<:s. Re-
Sj:'OllSe to the ''lirrelevant" issues of last year was described as "minimal." 
KENT, OHIO - Cr«'lg Morgan, president o[ the Kent State UniV'e'l'l'lity 
!ltudent. body, will be defended by ACLU Attorneys Ramsey Oark and Niki 
Z. Schwartz in his Ohio tria l for alleged "violent and tumultuous" ronduct 
(Continued on page 7) 
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Corporation 1Policies Spark Groove Tu~e Demonst~a.tes 
. . , · The Absurdity of Television lnvest1gat10nS by 66 Alum By Kim:vo1and·12 . isdark.,ug1~, h~rdasarock,and 
If you don't like TV, you'll bke thoroughly inedible. 
By Mary Ruth Koehler '72 
As an outgrowth of a lecture by 
Alice Tepper, Wellesley '66, a 
group of Wellesley students have 
organized a program to investigate 
the economic situation of women 
in the United States. If the group 
can raise sufficient funds, the in-
vestigation will focus on corporate 
policies towards women in recruit-
ing, hiring, training, and fringe 
benefits. Following background 
reading for the remainder of the 
semester, the group hopes to send 
both males and females this sum-
mer to job interviews, with stand-
ard interview questions from which 
a comparison can be made. The 
suggestion for such a study came 
during Miss Tepper's lecture, given 
Wed., Feb. 17. 
Miss Tepper is the Director of 
the Council on Economic Priori-
ties, an organization designed to do 
research into polici~s. minority 
rights, environmental quality, mili-
tary production, and investments 
in the U.S. and abroad. Miss Tep-
per was recently named one of 
seven "Women of the Year" for 
1970 by Mademoiselle magazine 
for her work as director and foun-
der of the Council On Economic 
Priorities (CEP). 
Priority Profile 
The Council, formed by Miss 
Tepper in the fall of 1969, publish-
ed results of its first investigation 
in "Efficiency in Death," a report 
on the production by 105 compan-
ies of anti-personnel weapons for 
use in Vietnam. The latest project 
was a survey of methods used by 
the 24 biggest paper and pulp mills 
to fight pollution. CEP is current-
ly preparing a book for fall publi-
cation (Harper and Row, Inc.) pro-
filing 100 major companies which 
do on-campus recruiting, with re-
gard to their military, environmen-
tal , minority hiring, investment, 
and foreign policy activities. 
Reports of the Council's publica-
tions can be obtained from: Coun-
cil on Economic Priorities, 1028 
Connecticut Ave .. N.W., Suite 926. 
Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscrip-
tions can be obtained from the 
Wellesley Student organization . 
Contact Dottie Curran '73 , TCE. 
Student subscriptions are $7.50, 
other individual subscriptions cost 
S25. These subscriptions are the 
only source of funds other than do· 
nations for both the Council and 
the group of Wellesley students. 
Series Misleading 
During her informal lecture-dis-
cussion Wed. night. Alice Tepper 
explained the policies and some 
difficulties of the Council on Eco-
nomic Priorities. The talk centered 
around responsibilities of institu-
tional stockholders and possible 
means of increasing the effective-
ness of CEP's findings. Miss Tep-
per maintained that the series is 
misleading in that not all the faots 
are given . For instance, Miss Tep-
per pointed out, in stating the total 
amount of money a paper mill bud-
gets for pollution control does not 
tell what percentage of the total 
budget that amount comprises, nor 
does it show the amount sent in re-
lation to how much is necessary for 
adequate control. 
Miss Tepper began the discussion 
by remarking that she had been 
told that it would be "totally im-
possible" to get Wellesley students 
to do anything on corporation hir-
ing practices of women because 1) 
the march and other strike activi-
ties last spring had had no effeot 
and students were too tired to try 
again ; and 2) there was a general 
attitude that women's lib groups 
were doing the job anyway. 
"Real Results" 
When asked about the effective-
ness of the Council, its investiga-
tions and published findings, Miss 
photo by Sally Steinhart '72 
Afice Tepper '66 sp.aks to Wellesley a.u~i.~ce on social ~nd ec_ono.mic. priori-
ties of corpoution~ and tne respons1b1ltt1es of educational 1nsi•1lutions as 
stockholders. 
Tepper replied that they "saw real 
results." She cited St. Regis, a 
major pulp and paper corporation, 
which doubled their outlay for pol-
lution control from 35 to 70 thou-
sand dollars in their budget as a 
result of CEP's investigations. Miss 
Tepper also mentioned that as an-
other result, although perhaps an 
indirect one, of the investigation 
into the production of anti-person· 
nel weapons, four or five stopped 
such production. Whirlpool was 
specifically named as having stop-
ped war-related production as a 
result of a campaign by "Another 
Mother for Peace," stemming from 
the CEP report. 
Encouragement of consumer sel-
ective buying was also emphasized 
as a method through which the 
Council's findings can become ef-
fective. According to Miss Tepper, 
this entails making the investiga-
tion results widely available so that 
consumers can support those com-
panies which they feel are more 
concerned about social and econo-
mic priorities. Miss Tepper further 
explained that selective buying 
would lead· to buying Kleenex tis· 
sues rather than Scotit because the 
company producing Kleenex has a 
much better pollution control pro-
gram than does the company pro-
ducing Scott. 
Reward and Incentive 
Selective buying has three ef· 
fects, elaborated Miss Tepper. First 
it creates less demand for the pro-
ducts of and therefore less use of 
a more polluting process. Second, 
it rewards companies doing a good 
job of pollution control. Lastly, it 
gives incentive to those companies 
not doing a good job to upgrade 
their control programs in order to 
keep up with their competitors. 
One of the major recurrant 
topics of the discussion was cor-
porate policies regarding women 
employees. Miss Tepper suggested 
that an investigation into corporate 
policies towards women is an im-
portant issue. She emphasized that 
Wellesley girls could be valuable 
in such research because Wellesley 
has an important voice and that 
pressure applied in the right areas 
could be very effective. 
Service Before Training 
In later discussion, Miss Tepper 
mentioned that in an interview 
with a representative from Atithur 
D. Little, Inc., he stated that as far 
as training for women for higher 
level jobs was concerned. they 
couldn't spend the money to train 
her unless she had been with the 
company for at least five years. 
The Wellesley audience responded 
with hisses. Caroyln Bell, professor 
of economics, pointed out that sta-
tistics show that job turn-0ver and 
absenteeism are higher for men. 
Applause was the response to this 
statement. 
Miss Tepper was concerned 
about the condition of Wellesley's 
sizeable potitfolio of stock invest-
ments. Miss Tepper emphasized 
that each of these stocks is worth 
a vote in a stockholders meeting, 
which, if used responsibly, can be 
important. In answer to a question 
of what an educational institution 
could do about their stocks bought 
in the past, Miss Tepper stated that 
portfolios must be cleaned out and 
all stocks considered "bad" sold. 
Stockholder Votes 
Another option open to educa-
tional institution stockholders is to 
announce that representatives will 
atten'd stockholder meetings. Or 
representatives might go to all the 
companies in the portfolio and say 
they are concerned about levels 
and limits of women in jobs in that 
company. 
With respect to the Council's 
philosophies, Miss Tepper stated 
that CEP does not make value 
judgments if possible, but rather 
they "make the facts available." 
She did concede that in the investi-
gation into pollution controls, the 
Council had assumed that the at-
tempt to control pollution was a 
good endeavor. 
Industries Responsible 
In her remarks about the Read-
er's Digest series, Miss Tepper ex-
plained that RD is working on the 
two major points about pollution. 
1) People think pollution is one 
of the largest problems facing the 
country today. 2) People also think 
that the industtiies are largely re-
sponsible. RD says that people do 
not understand what the industries 
are doing. Miss Tepper stated that 
in the series of booklets no factual 
information or analysis of statistiics 
is given and that such one-sided-
ness is misleading and harmful. 
Solutions for counter action of-
fered by students ranged from a 
suggestion that the booklets could 
be labelled as advertisements, to 
a suggestion that CEP find a cor· 
poration willing to do a counter 
study. Miss Tepper commented 
that the latter suggestion required 
too muoh time and that it was im-
portant that counter-information 
reached as close to the same audi-
ence that RD reaches as possible. 
Miss Tepper ended her discus-
sion with an explanation of the 
various methods the Council on 
Economic Priorities uses to obtain 
facts, the problems of limited re-
sources, and the coverage given by 
the media. She re-emphasized that 
it is vital to determine the respon-
sibility of and educational institu-
tion regarding their investments. 
Groove Tube. The show is a collec. Humor With Truth 
tion of skits put on video tape and "Groove Tube's" humor does 
projected by closed-circuit TV onto not neglect a better side of TV -
several monitors. It pokes malici- public service announcements. A 
ous and often bawdy fun at com- young man lazily paddling a boat 
mercials, kiddy shows, and the on a summer day suddenly finds 
smooth expertise of some news and himself on a stormy sea confronted 
spo11ts announcers. by a monster maybe l 0 times as 
On the "Ko-Ko Show," one of terrifying as Godzilla. The caption 
the sketches, the viewer is subject- reads: "Thinking about taking 
ed to the ridiculous antics of a LSD? Think twice." 
clown with a falsetto voice. Sud- And then there are the 34th An-
denly it is make believe time, and nual Sex Games brought to the 
everyone over the age of 10 is viewer live from Tijuana and de-
strictly admonished to leave the scribed like any other sporting 
room. Ko-Ko the clown walks over event. The West German team, 
to a table, removes his false nose, Curt and Clwistina, is shown in 
sits down, lights up a cigarette, and "aotion" trying to earn 19 more 
dons his reading glasses. He then points in their effort to beat the 
begins reading in a perfectly mo- aggressive Canadians. 
dulated voice from selections re-
quested by his young fans : Fanny Static At Crucial Parts 
Hill and Marquis de Sade. The glib sportscasters including 
Over-airing of Product a former gold medalist cooly de-
The most awful mess ever seen scl'ibe the "classic frontal embrece 
on TV was made in "Kramp TV favored by most European teams" 
Kitchen." Everyone remembers and the "technical Virtuosity" of 
how the sponsor always attempts Curt's performance. Of course, as 
to use as much of his product as in all sporting events, technical dif-
possible in any demonstration. ficulties beset the broadcast at cru-
Well, the use of Kramp Easy-Lube oial moments. 
shortening reduces the audience to "Groove Tube" is the creation 
aching laughter and the demonstra- of Kenny Shapiro and Lane Sara-
tion to chaos. - sohn, two graduates of Bard Col-
The carnet\" closes in on two lege. The quick-witted Shapiro. 
busy hands that alternatively smear once a child actor on TV, first re-
themselves, two casserole dishes, a corded underground. However, 
peeled apple, and sweet potatoes "Groove Tube" has currently been 
with Easy-Lube. The housewife is released in major cities and on col· 
then instructed by the Voice to lege campuses. 
coat one palm with mashed potato Groove Tube is short (72 min-
and then squeeze an onion into it. utes) and sweet. It goes far beyond 
The outcome of the whole thing is anything you~ll ever see on Laugh· 
a Fourth of July Heritage Loaf that In. 
Teach-Ins Aim at Education, 
Propound Non-Violent Action 
By Dena Kleiman '73 is up to an active public to pres-
"We are not tired, bored . cyni- sure Congress and to prevent it 
cal, or freaked out. .. not resigned from, as Tom Wicker said "fooling 
to an endless war in Southeast itself." 
Asia." So began Professor Michael South Vietnamese Coalition 
Waltzer as he introduced the first Although most presentations 
of some one hundred teach-ins were in the form of encouragement, 
planned to initiate "education and some factual material was present· 
action" over the next few months. ed by Cynthia Frederick. Having 
Sander's Theatre at Harvard Uni- recently returned from South Viet-
versity housed some 2300 people nam, Miss Frederick claimed that 
while other lecture halls were also a South Vietnamese group, for the 
filled with students, faculty, and first time representing a broadly-
?ther conc~rned . individuals. Sii:i- based coalition of many factions, 
1lar teach-ms Will be housed m has taken a militant stand on the 
s~ch institutions ~s Yale Unive~- war. They have adopted a ten 
s1ty •. North Carolina State, Un~- point manifesto which demands a 
vers1ty of Nebraska, and the Um- total withdrawal of 'Ill United 
versity of Alabama. This program, States troops. 
"mi~~t well be the beginning o~,the l1his group acknowledges the 
end, says Professor. Waltzer, the stren th of the National Liberation 
end of another president." g · ed th th. 
" W N d N N F t " Front and has recogmz at rs 
e. ee 0 ew ac s civil war can only be ended if 
Organized so that only those k . d · cooperati·on wi'th 
b . . d b . . d wor 1s one m mem ers mv1t~ y a JOmt stu ent- the NLF. " Why didn't you hear 
faculty committee :ould a?d~ess about it?," Miss Frederick rhet-
the c_rowd, the teach-m was hm1ted orically asked, "I should have 
to nme spe~kers .. These speakers asked how you could have expect-
were: former Minnesota Senator ed to hear about it." She empha-
Eugene McCarthy; New York Con- sized, however, that the mass 
gresswoman Bella Abzug; Stanley media receives an already-censored 
Hoffman, professor o~ government version of the news. through 
at J:Iarvard; Walter Pmkus •. former the Joint United States Political 
ad~1sor to the. Senate Foreign Re- Affairs Office (/USPAO) . 
lat1ons Committee; James Thomp- . . . 
son professor of history at Har- Despite mterm1ttent catcalls 
yard ; Cynthia Frederick; Associate from he~klers scattered throughout 
Editor of the New York Times the audience, each of the speakers 
Tom Wicker; Flint, Michigan, Rep'. mai.nt?i~ed their en~husiasm. With 
resentative Donald Regal; and opt1m1sttc referen~es to the 18-ye?r 
Noam Chomsky, professor of Jin- old vote and N1· "' " defeat m 
guistics at MIT. There was a ques- 1972, an atmospht •-c 11ope was 
tion and answer period following generated. Eaoh spc.=<1 _; advocated 
the presentation. and reiterated the notion expressed 
Abiding by Professor Thomp- by Professor Thompson that ' 'si-
son 's claim that "we need no new lence makes us accomplish. 
facts-we need not facts, but ac- violence will destroy us all." 
tions." encouragement was offered --------------1 
by all speakers. Political action. it VIL JUNIOR SELECl'lON 
was emphasized. on the part of Members of the class of '73 wish-
:;tudents and the rest of the public Ing to be considered should ean-
ta.<'t the present Vil J r . 1n their is a necessity. Each speaker claimed dorms. Self-nomina tions 0 10 8 e 
that Congress did not have the Thursday night, February,25. 
courage to face the war issue. It '--------- - ---
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King Exhibits Works 
By Lizzie Borden '71 
Guest Reporter 
Photographs by B. A. King, who 
shows regularly with the Carl Seim-
bab Gallery in New York, and 
who may be speaking at Wellesley 
later this year, are on display in 
the JeweH corridor until April 4. 
The exhibition is particularly -in-
teresting because it helps one gauge 
the difference between photogra-
phy that teaches the viewer how 
to look and that which tells him 
what he already knows. 
Mr. King's work fluctuates in 
quality from one side to the other. 
Occasionally he finds, or rather 
recreates, an unforgettable image. 
Too frequently, however, King is 
either overconspicuous in compo-
sition without the rigor that such 
formalism requires, or too illustra-
tive, leading him into sentimental-
ity and the banal. 
Need for Imagination 
The subjects King has chosen for 
formal analysis - rooftops, tex-
tures of sand and hair, slats of 
wood, the torso, objects in snow 
- are not unusual, so that it re-
quires a great deal of imagination 
to treat them in an original way. 
Pictures like "Sun Up" and "Tech 
Steps", though. use conventional 
angles of vision and seem awkward 
in relating the forms to the size 
and shape of the picture edge. 
These photographs are somehow 
too small to carry the power such 
abstraction should convey, which, 
when it works, compensates for any 
feeling of coldness and detach-
ment. The diminuitive scale of 
many of the formal works would 
seem to require specificity, yet they 
tend to generalize and eliminate 
rather than describe. 
Personal Abstraction 
Mr. King appears to be more 
comfortable with an irregular, per-
sonal abstraction. A I t h o u g h 
"Fourth of July" is somewhat con-
trived (the opposing stripes seen 
placed rather than found) . there is 
a wry humor and sense of summer 
heat that demonstrates a feeling 
for the subject beyond the wit of 
the pictorial means. 
Forced design is felt also in the 
winter scenes, all heightened to an 
intense black/white contrast which 
overwhelms the subtle relation-
ships of forms like the placement 
of a branch against the sky or a 
house on a hill. When there is a 
balance between these forms and 
the color of the print, as in "En-
gine" and "Small Machine," where 
the subjects have an almost ani-
mate sense of solitude, the bleach-
ing of the color creates the mood 
of winter instead of empty drama. 
Transparent Excuses 
The violent contrast in the other 
photographs tends to flatten the 
white expanses of snow ino in-
ward curvatures, making it diffi-
cult to believe that such blank ex-
panses can support the dark, heavy 
forms on them. These pictures 
seem more like schematized draw-
ngs. 
"Weedburst" and "Parsimony," 
in particular, give the observer the 
feeling of merely competent tech-
nique that King's pictures of tex-
ture convey; as ends in themselves 
they are pat and artificial. The 
subjects seem to be transparent ex-
cuses for the technique. 
Mood and Structure 
Concentration on the subject 
alone, though, is no assurance of 
a successful photograph. Unless it 
is taken to an extreme of abstrac-
tion, photography tends to illus-
trate, but it must transcend the 
subject in the creation of inter-
esting relationships between forms 
and values. 
Because he focuses on the story, 
King's photographs are sometimes 
too specific and cute, verging on 
the cliche. Using loaded subjects 
like children and animals is dif-
ficult because it tries to force the 
viewer into sentiment. In "Kite," 
"Tide Dance." "Twins," "Cat," and 
"Rabbit," for example. any interest 
in the compositional means is 
superficial, only accentuating the 
triteness of the subject. 
In other illustrative photographs, 
King has tried to hold our interest 
through such obvious ploys as 
peculiar points of view and dis-
tortion. Although the subjects are 
sometimes weird ("Ramedka") or 
humorous in themselves, ("Sports 
page," "Two Trees," "Bruce 
King") the result is that of slick 
journalism. 
Similarly, the photographs of 
bats and birds remind one of the 
"National Geographic." Because 
there is little sense of King's com-
mittment to these subjects, (senti-
ment is occasionaity forgivable if 
the artist is unusually naive or 
honest) , he seems to have taken 
these pictures out of a sense of 
duty. They do not communicate the 
humor or unexpected beauty in 
the discovery of subjects and rela-
tionships that he has found in 
" Bull's Eye." 
WEIJ.F.SLEV NEWS 
• Jewett 
The superficiality of many of the 
pictures stands out strongly when 
they are compared with photo-
graphs in which King has achieved 
a perfect integration of form and 
content. In these, his understand-
ing for the subjects and close look-
ing combine with means that clari-
fy rather than intrude. While ithe 
composition IS often the primary 
subject, King is able to make it 
seem as if the picture were cre-
ating itself and the photographer 
seizing the moment. His best photo-
graphs are landscapes which con-
vey the character of the place 
either in season, time of day, or 
mood. "Laudeholme Farm," for 
example, gives a veiled sense of 
summer by the house set in mist 
behind diagonal planes which cre-
ate receding layers of space and 
subtle changes. The size of the 
whole is perfect. In "Blackbirds," 
the swarm of birds in the upper 
right forbodes a coming storm, 
catching the transition in light and 
weather without the forced drama 
of "Winter Storm." In "Highway 
Construction," King has caught an 
interesting relationship between 
two men silhou· .ted against the 
sky and the curve 'Of the light. 
soft hill - so that the picture 
seems very open despite its small 
size. Another excellent photo-
graph on a similar format is "Rak-
ing," similar to a Dutch landscape 
painting in its basin-like curves 
rocking into the background, as if 
a metaphor for the rhythm of the 
activity. 
AH of these photographs are rich 
in value. Because King uses abso-
lute lights and darks in small doses, 
he is able to use them at full 
strength. When texture is used as 
part of the total effect. it also is 
rich. Jn "River Seine." for example, 
the delicate surface quality of light 
on water gives the picture a feel-
ing of the past. This fullness of 
expression is, of course, not de-
pendent solely upon detail-King's 
choices and eliminations are ap-
parent when one compares any of 
the preceding photographs with 
"Quarry" or "Grape Vines," where 
an overabundance of detail leads 
to confusion. 
King's best photographs show 
his delight and love for the dis-
covered and captured subject. He 
has a good eye for small relation-
ships, and when he avoids the 
traps of style and artiness, he is 
able to teach us modest truths. 
Thursday, February 26, 1971 
Shakespeare House Hosts 
Revel In Pre-1650 Mood 
By Dan Levine 
Guest Reporter 
On Saturday the 13th of Feb-
ruary, St. Valentine's Eve, the first 
Revel of the Barony of Carolingia 
was held at Shakespeare House. a 
half-timbered Tudor manse on the 
campus of Wellesley College. 
We had initial difficulties be-
cause of the remoteness of the rev-
el hall from the Barony's popula-
tion centers in Cambridge and 
Boston. Still, 31 hardy souls came 
through driving rain and fog, cos-
tumes and all. Among them were 
several aspiring knights in sur-
cotes covered by cloaks of varying 
colors, our Herald and our Mistress 
of Equerries in long dresses with 
trains, our Seneschal attired as a 
troubadour, two woodsmen in 
green tunics. and a reporter from 
the Harvard Crimson dressed in a 
white tabard and a blue velvet 
cape. 
Playing Games 
Before 1he banquet we settled 
in the downstairs living room to 
various games appropriate to the 
Society's pre-1650 peri·od, as rc-
s.:archcd by Gisele des Eaux Chan-
t<1ntcs. the Mistress of Arts. There 
were chess. dominoes, Jack Straws, 
and fox and geese. a board game 
where the geese try to enclose the 
single fox, who can-and usually 
did-jump over any geese that he 
i:. next to. 
At about 7 p.m.. our Herald. 
Lady Tabitha of Wyndmoor, tap· 
ped on the floor with her gold-
toppcd staff and called us into pro· 
cession up the stairs to the ban· 
quet hall. The banquet area was 
the most splendidly arrayed part 
of the house, with colorful banners 
hanging from the beams and above 
the fireplace. an octagonal high 
table with five seats on the front 
stage directly across the room from 
the fireplace. and two long tables 
ner the walls at right angles to 
the high table. 
Murder of Gonzago 
For the first half hour of the 
meal we continued to be enter-
tained by the music tape, but there 
were many other diversions for the 
second half. First came the com-
pany of players. rehearsed by Lady 
Tabitha of Wyndmoor, including 
Lord Corbeau de Lac Noir, Lady 
Catherine d'Anjou who is Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, and Lord 
Chaim Elishu ben-David, in the 
pantomime Murder of Gonzago 
(one of the "plays within a play•· 
of Hamlet). 
Some time later there was mock 
combat. Lord Chaim started to eat 
from a lady's plate, and Lord 
Patri des Tours-Grises, the Master 
of Sciences, rose from his seat to 
tweak his nose; thereafter the two 
began a duel with sabres. The Her-
ald made an effort to call a halt, 
but the Seneschal. Lord Daniel de 
Tankard. overruled her, and in a 
few minutes Lord Patri defeated 
his opponent amidst a cheering 
crowd. 
Landing Missiles 
After a short interlude the play-
ers returned to do a dramatic read-
ing of john, Tyb, and Sir John, 
the comedy by Heywood about a 
husband. a wife, and a lecherous 
priest. Spirited members of the 
;mdience followed an ages-old tra-
dition by wafting trenchers, grapes, 
<1nd other missiles in the direction 
of the actors. 
Finally rhe Herald tapped with 
her staff once more. calling us 
downstairs to games and dancing. 
The dancing was led by Lord Dan-
iel de Tankard and highlighted by 
the English Cushion Dance, for 
which we are indebted to Miss 
Julia Sutton of Cambridge (who 
choreographed it for the New York 
Pro Musica) for providing us the 
source for the words and music 
{though the steps were our own). 
The other dances were three 
French Renaissance brans/es (or, 
in English, .. brawls") accompanied 
by recorders and finger cymbals. 
By about I 1 o'clock the dancing 
was finished and the revel started 
to disperse. Looking back, our or-
ganization of the revel seems far 
from perfect; at times there were 
loo many activities taking place 
and competition, at other times too 
few activities and boredom. But 
the overall effect was faithful to 
the S.C.A. tradition of turning a 
potpourri of inexpensive materials 
into convincing pre-1650 atmos-
phere. 
Adamov Harangues Corrupt Society in ET Play 
By Celeste Pociask '74 
Hats-off to Arthur Adamov for 
the heaviest butterfly play ever 
written. In fact, the poor thing 
never left the ground. By present-
ing us with a microcosm of a cor-
rupt society, (i.e.: The World of 
Poalo Paoli, a neurotically avari-
oious butterfly dealer), he attempt-
ed to drive something home to 
everyone. 
Man is not above temptation-
true. He is an immoral, ruthless, 
materialistic brute with a rather 
warped set of values-all fine and 
good. Unfortunately, the whole 
point got lost somewhere in the 
mire, as the plot continued to thick-
en well beyond control. 
Short Circuit 
If some diversity had been in-
troduced into even a few of the 
many scenes, there might have been 
some hope. The social comment 
Adamov makes is not only import-
ant, but particularly pertinent to 
the modem era: Corruption is a 
fast-spreading disease, to which 
virtually no one is immune. 
That is precisely what he proves, 
fifty times over. In scene after 
scene, just one more example is 
added, one more plug is forced into 
an already over-loaded socket. 
There was no question but that 
Adamov would eventually blow the as well become too over-powering 
fuse. to remain believable. 
Was I Sitting Too Close? Then, in striking contrast, were 
When little of value can be ex- a few apparently miscast perform-
tracted from the text of a play, ers who understandably could not 
one can only hope that the perfonn- rival Paolo and his gang. That it 
ers will be able to carry the ball. not to say, however, that they did 
Without a certain amount of team- not try, nor was the attempt n 
work, however, that too becomes total failure. Abbe Crane, in the 
a lost cause. role of Rose, wife of the exploited 
Everyone in Paolo Poali seemed and unjustly convicted Robert Mar-
so intent upon getting into the lime- peaux. did in fact manage to com-
light (and staying in it as long as municate some meaning and emo· 
possible) that the play lacked a tion; a welcomed relief from the 
sense of continuity. For instance, broadcasting techn ique employed 
whenever Poalo (Francis Larson) by a few of her co-players. 
entered the scene, you were forced Praise to Thomas Holiday. as 
to concentrate on the explosive lit- the Abbe Saulnier, for a brillian1. 
tie Caesar as he stomped about, many-a-scene-saving performance. 
killing the scene with his blatantly This talented Wellesley High 
over-characterized gesticulations. School senior should fairly be 
Perhaps this was not solely the singled out as the only one who 
player's fault, who was, after all, was able to define and successfully 
perfonning under the direction of execute his role in Paolo Paoli. 
Laura Ingersoll, who heads the So, instead of sounding the 
Experimental Theatre. The point is knell for the entire production. a 
that when one actor runs away word of encouragement might be 
with his part, he is the culprit, but offered. Given something more 
when the entire cast begins thrust- with which to work, I suspect that 
ing itself into your lap, one sus- this group of theatrical experiment· 
pects that a bit of faulty guidance ors has the potential for success. 
is to blame. Not only Paolo, but his Compensating for the inadequacies 
wife Stella, and Cecile De St. of a playwright's 'brainchild' by 
Saveur (portrayed by Judy Thom- emphasizing character-appeal is a 
son and Julie Moir respectively) difficult trick to pull off. 
photo by A..-i Oi•mOfld '74 
Abb. Crane '73 •nd Greg Firnton• p•rform in Ad•mo..-'1 "P•olo Paoli," •• 
Experimental ThHter produciion directed by Laura lngenoll '7l. 
Thunday, FebnJ&ry 25, 1911 hJce Five 
Samuelson To Speak On Economic Policy In U.S. 
Professor Paul A. Samuelson, Nobel prize-winne-r and not.d economis,., will 
spHk at Wellesley on Thurs., March 4, at 8 p.m. in 112 Pendleiton. 
Feiffer's 'Little Murders' 
Dies Depressingly in Movie 
By Judy Rousuck '73 
The film adaptation of Jules 
Feiffer's play Little Murders is 
murderous indeed. What was, four 
years ago on Broadway, a satire of 
absurdity has become the stark rea-
lization of the terrors of big city 
life, and the humor of the situation 
hits too close to home to be funny. 
The movie tells the story of Al-
fred the photographer (Elliott 
Gould) , whose speciality is close-
up shots of shit, and his domina-
tion by Patsy, a Feifferesque ag-
gresive female {Marcia Rodd) . 
Paranoia of New York City crimi-
nality becomes a reality when Mar-
cia Rodd is shot in Gould's arms 
by an anonymous sniper. Ensuing 
scenes show the initial sequestered 
habitation adopted by Gould's in· 
laws, and their final revenge on 
their unknown enemies. 
Morose Plot 
It would be unfair to say that 
the film lacked humor. However, 
the humor is isolated and in no 
way dependent on the morose plot. 
It is the type of humor that suc-
ceeds out of context, but causes 
the audience to cringe within the 
framework of the plot. A typical 
example is the comment made by 
Gould's mother-in-law, "You're a 
photographer, Alfred, so I thought 
you'd be interested in seeing these 
pictures of Patsy's dead brother, 
Steve." 
Nor can it be denied that the 
acting is of high merit, most of the 
characters having previously per- · 
formed in the Broadway play. Par-
ticularly convincing are Donald 
Sutherland and Alan Arkin in their 
"cameo" roles of a hippie minister 
and a paranoid detective. 
Terrifying Result 
However, the total result is too 
terrifying, indeed, too frightening 
to leave the audience with anything 
less than a choked up feeling and 
a shiver in the spine. The main im-
pression of the film is that of the 
pessimism of mass murder with no 
eteape. The audience becomes In-
dians attacked by cowboys for no 
rhyme or reason, and with the pos-
sible exception of attaining a state 
of complete depression, there seems 
to be no rhyme or reason to see 
Little Murders. 
Why was such a film made? ln-
genue producer Jack Brodsky ans-
wers the question straightforward-
ly, "It was made for a lot of rea-
sons, one is to make money, and a 
second is to team the art." Brodsky 
also was interested in "showing 
this to as many people as possible." 
Or, tnore basically, "We wanted to 
scare the hell out of as many peo-
ple as we can." 
Is Mr. Brodsky really as pessi-
mistic as his movie indicates? 
Quite simply, he answers, "Yes. 
We want to give a picture of so-
ciety today, where we think ·we 
might be going if we don't put a 
stop to it." How is society's trend 
to be stopped? Neither Brodsky 
nor his film seems able to provide 
the answer. 
Mr. Brodsky believes that people 
go to movies to be entertained. If 
this is the case, Little Murders has 
missed the mark. Perhaps his nexit 
film, Cat's Cradle will come a little 
closer, but it seems difficult to ima-
gine. 
FREE ANGELA! 
lnlonnatlon and distribution 
tables for the Angela Davis De-
fense Fund Drive 'Will be set .up at 
Schnelder and the El Table from 
Feb. 25 to Mar. 5. Hours: Schoel· 
der 11·2, 5·9; El Table, 10-3. Free 
information and material as well 
as buttons, posters and pamphlets 
on sale. Join in the ftght to free 
all political prisoners. Apathy ls 
a threat to your fnledom ! 
OPPORTUNITY 
LEGENDA .is now choosing edl· 
tors for the "12 yearbook. lnter-
fllltedf Call Trudy Hanmer or 
Marcia Mac Intyre, 2S'HW. 
Paul A. Samuelson, Institute 
Professor of Economics at MIT 
who won the Nobel Prize in Eco-
nomic Science in 1970, will speak 
at Wellesley on Thurs., March 4 
at 8 p.m. in 112 Pendleton Hall. 
His lecture is entitled "Current 
Economics Policy in the U.S." 
Samuelson is the author of Eco-
nomics, An Introductory Analysis, 
the best-selling economics text 
book of all time. First published 
in 1947, it is now in its eighth 
edition. 
Born in Gary, Indiana in 1915, 
Samuelson received the B.A. degree 
from the University of Chicago, 
and the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 
from Harvard University. He has 
received honorary degrees from a 
number of colleges and universi-
ties. A recipient of grants or fel-
lowships from the Social Science 
Research Council, the Ford Foun- the David A. Wells Prize of Har-
dation, the Carnegie Foundation, 
and the Guggenheim Foundation, 
Samuelson joined the MIT staff in 
1940 and was named professor in 
1947 and Institute Professor in 
1966. 
Advisor to JFK 
In addition to his teaching 
duties, Samuelson has held a num-
ber of other positions. He was an 
economic advisor to John F. Ken-
nedy when he was senator, a presi-
dential candidate, and President-
elect. He is a consultant to the 
Rand Corporation and to the U.S. 
Treasury, the Council of Eco~omic 
Advisors, and the Federal Reserve 
Board. In the past, Samuelson 
has served on numerous other gov-
ernment committees. 
His winning of the Nobel Prize 
followed several earlier awards: 
vard University, which he received 
in 1941, the John Bates Clark 
Medal of the American Economic 
Association, received in 1947, and 
the Medal of Honor of the Univer· 
sity of Evansville, received in 
1970. 
Nobel Prize-Winner 
Among the professional and 
honorary societies to which Sam· 
uelson belongs are the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, th< 
National Academy of Sciences 
Phi Beta Kappa, the Americar 
Philosophical Association, the Brit 
ish Academy and the Americar 
Economic Association, the Econo 
metric Society, and the Internation 
al Economic Association of which 
he is now honorary president. 
His lecture at Wellesley is spon 
sored by the Friends of Economics 
Federal Investigation Makes 
Sham of Kent State Murders 
By Beverly Vassar '74 
"In a country so passionate 
about law and order it should not 
be necessary to remark that falsi-
fication of evidence is a crime, 
and agreement to do so in concert 
with others is conspiracy to ob-
struct justice," says I. F. Stone in 
his recently released expose of 
what he considers to be a most 
blatant example of such obstruc-
tion. The Killings at Kent State: 
How Murder Went Unpunished. 
Stone is writing one of the most 
daring works of literature in re-
cent years by presenting his thesis 
in the title, and then proceeding to 
lay open the facts that courts of 
law. investigating teams, and par-
ticularly the media have managed 
to obscure or distort beyond rec-
ognition . His work has a direct 
premise: if justice is not done 
here, there can be no promise for 
either Constitutional or statutory 
legal protection for students and 
blacks. 
Comparing Kent and Jackson 
To justify this premise he makes 
a short comparison of Kent and the 
Jackson State incident, describing 
the "kangaroo court" methodism 
with which the Hind County 
(Miss.) Grand Jury totally white-
washed the murder of black stu-
dents by lawmen who, immedi-
ately after the shooting, reloaded 
their guns and destroyed shells, 
admittedly to absolve themselves 
of guilt by ballistic proof. 
Some .of the same policemen and 
highway patrolmen who found it 
necessary to fire into dormitory 
windows at unarmed blacks in 
more or less isolated groups, man-
aged to refrain from such tactics 
when their colors had matched the 
rioters a few years before. Stone 
claims that not one shot was fired 
during the severest student riots the 
country has yet experienced, when 
white police were called to quell 
the uprising of white students over 
the integration of "Old Miss." 
Northern lawmen, Stone maintains, 
have tried the same gestapo-like 
tactics on students, their number 
one enemy, it appears, and have 
triumphed as did their Southern 
compatriots many years ago. 
Why Only Kent 
Why is Kent cited alone in the 
title and alone seems to be the ob-
ject of attention for vengeance 
seeking students across the coun-
try'.' Why could Kent trigger the 
incendiary spread of student strikes 
that paralyzed hundreds of colleges 
and universities'! Probably because 
what actually was happening at 
Jackson State is nothing new. 
Blacks in Augusta, Georgia, were 
shot and killed by policemen who 
were not only left unpunished, but 
actually received promotions for 
so deftly having protected the citi-
zenry from such an ominous 
threat. That the killings in Missis-
sippi occured on a college campus 
is purely incidental. It might have 
been in any Southern town with 
the age of rhe black victim a negli-
gible consideration. 
New Angle to Law and Order 
Kent State represents a new 
angle to Republican supported law 
and order enforcement. The prey 
of the Northern purge live in the 
same neighborhood with, or sit 
in class next to the predator. One 
of the National Guardsmen who 
admitted shooting into the crowd 
of 200-300 students is himself ma-
triculated at the University. The 
whole incident of last May is rem-
iniscent of the movie "Z," as Stone 
points out, as the guardsmen re-
peated almost by rote a story that 
the FBI determined to have been 
fabricated subsequent to the 
shootings. 
Republican Governor James 
Rhodes, who ordered the guards to 
the campus without consulting a 
single University official was vying 
for the Republican nomination for 
Senator on the stringent anti-sin-
and-students platform that Presi-
dent Nixon wholeheartedly en-
dorses. The ploy failed at the polls, 
but the Special Ohio Grand Jury 
called in Portage County (by 
Rhodes) carried his banner. The 
Governor's choice of Prosecutors 
eliminated any chance of unfav9r-
able findings. One prosecutor, who 
chairs the Portage County Repub-
lican Party, Seabury Ford, is on 
record as having stated •to a report-
er from the Akron {Ohio) Beacon 
Journal that "they should have 
shot all the troublemakers." 
Lives Not Endangered 
Ford and his colleagues ignored 
the FBI claim of fabrication and 
a Beacon Journal report of May 
24 that stated that a Captain in 
the guard declared that their lives 
weren't endangered and "that it 
was not a shooting situation." This 
information was included in the 
Just ice Departments summary as 
well as in •the Scranton Report, an 
8,000 page federal investigation 
commission's interpretation of the 
killings. None of these documents 
were presented to the jurors nor 
was the Captain called ·as a wit-
ness. 
According to Stone, Kent State 
was depicted as a hot bed of stu-
dent radicalism and insurrection. 
Yet, out of an undergraduate popu-
lation of over 21 ,000, eight of the 
students are members of YSA 
(Young Socialists Alliance) and 
SDS is reported to have fluctuated 
between 12 and 80 members before 
being declared illegal on campus 
in 1969. Eighty-five per cent of the 
student body comes from Ohio and 
most of these from rural areas or 
small towns. 
Middle American University 
The editor of the University': 
daily paper, the "Kent Stater," is a 
public relations major. and one o 
the reputed campus radicals wh< 
is studying business administratior 
says he is "turned on" by hi: 
marketing course. The jurors, th< 
prosecutors and the indicted kno\1\ 
this school's reputation as a mid 
die - American - beer - drinking 
fraternity - joining lethargic com 
munity of largely administratior 
supporting "home town kids." 
The above cited Grand Jur! 
made their findings public in Oc 
tober to the chagrin of the opti 
mistic survivors of the crisis whc 
believed that the "American Way' 
always won out. To so many it wa: 
quite clear who wore the blad 
hats that day. These results, fo1 
those students and faculty mem 
bers, came as a jolt to their trus1 
in the system. Guardsmen wen 
totally absolved and the indiotee 
were students and one faculty mem 
ber, the group including studem 
body president Craig Morgan, ar, 
ROTC cadet whose election themt 
was "Power to the Peaceful." 
Senator Charges Fabrication 
Retiring Ohio Senator Stepher 
Young seemed to have refuted ttu 
findings alone. He brought direct!) 
to the Senate floor the FBI as 
sumption of fabrioation. " l•t Wal 
so carefully fabricated," state: 
Young in his introduction to thf 
book, "that some 60 Guardsmer 
questioned tried to exculpate them 
selves in identical language!" Hi: 
fiery speech to his Washington col 
leagues was buried in the bacl 
pages, and usually confined to 1 
single paragraph, in the news 
papers that even bothered to ca~ 
the story. 
Stone's book shouldn't be reggrd 
ed as an historical account o 
a closed case. His intention is tc 
actually open the case for the firs 
time and hope that a clamor fo1 
justice will be invoked which will 
force a Federal Grand Jury in 
vestigation. There is no requisit< 
sympathy for radicalism to agre< 
with Stone's 'Premise. His argu 
ment is far .too empirical to be mis 
trusted by even the most staic 
Ohioan as part of · an ' interna 
tional communist conspiracy.' 
As a resident of the county frorr 
which the Grand Jury was drawr 
and a fonner Kent State student 
this writer can attest only toe 
painfully to the validity and accu· 
racy of his presentation. One car 
only hope that "How Murder Went 
Unpunished" may be stricker 
from the title in a later edition 
Stone is donating the royalti~ 
of this book to the Kent Legal De-
fense Fund. 
EB-WELL Notes 
by Paula Pavey "13 
A variety Show heads the list of new items of interest at EB-WELL 
Is week. Andra Anderson 'TI is plazming to organize, direct, and produce 
variety show with student talent at one of the parochial schools in East 
oston. She explained that the show will include "everything from tumb-
ng tx> piano performances." Al~hoogh the show will "belong'' t"o the stu-
•nts, Andra explained that she can use "any kind o! help-costumes, rnusi-
ans, ideas, etc." Any students interested in helping Andra \\ith the project 
tOU!d oontact her in Tower Churt West at 237-0032. 
United Jewish Appeal to S~art 
Campaign For Israeli Defense 
GETTING TOGETHER - There will be a meeting in tv.-o ~eeks for all 
irticipants In lite EB-WELL program. (See this CPlumn ·~xt week for 
nc and place. l First on the agenda is an evalualiop or the bus schedule. 
l'he bus presently operates on the following schedule: leatre WeLlesley at 
45 a.m., 10:30 a .rn., and 1:30 p.m.; lee.ve East Boston from the EB-WEIL 
~ter at ~ \'rtlite Street at 8:45 a.m., 12:00 noon, and 3;30 p.m.l Begin-
~ next week, tne Monday 10:30 bus will leave Wellesley at 11:00, rather 
• la.ll 10:30. The sohedule for the rest o! the week will remain as usual. 
rr. London also would like suggestions from students at this meeting for 
Jmmer projects utilizing the EB-WELL Center lacilities. 
F IELD WORK - Any students wishing to work in any facet of the 
.B-WEIL program this semester should pick up EB-WELL application 
1 the sociology department office, 130 Founders. Students who have pro-
cms or ~ about their field work assignments should contact the 
Arninistrativc Assistanl lo EB-\VEIL, Mrs. Angeline Dorso, at lhe EB-
mLL Center. Office hours arc 9:00 a.m. tx> 12:00 noon Mon.-Thurs.; the 
lephooe m.mber at the Center is 569-1T17. Mrs. Dorso is alro at the 
enter occasionally In the afternoons. 
PLEAS - Mr. London bas turned in twl> special requests to all students 
1lo were involved in EB-WELL last semester. First, he asked that any 
tudeuts who could not continue \vi.tti thejr first semester assignments, as 
tell as any students wbo hav~ switched to a different field work assigrunent 
onta.ot him at the Center or in the sociology deperment oCfice. Secondly, 
e would like to begin collecting any tenn papers written by students .first 
emestcr dealing w:lli any subject that involves East Bo~ton. He asked that 
..ny students (excluding students In his own classes first semester) having 
ucb papers send their names and telephone ntrnbers to him so I.hat he 
an contact tilem. The papers will be photosl:ated for EB-WELL files and 
eturned to their owners. 
!Jv Corinne Goldstein '73 
· Guest Reporter 
"'Survival means sacrifice." This 
slogan adopted by the United Jew-
ish Appeal emphasizes the need 
10 help Israel in its struggle for 
existence and the need to help 
Jews throughout the rest of the 
world as well. Under the auspices 
of UJA. the Wellesley Israel Cam-
paign will begin its drive on 
March l. 
The UJA was formed in 1939 as 
a reaction to the crbis facing the 
Jews of Europe on the eve of 
World War I I. The leaders of 
American Jewry realized 1he need 
to ccn1ralize fund-raising in order 
to fully mobilize the material re-
sources in this country. Since 1939. 
the UJA has rescued and rehabili-
tated more than 3,000,000 men. 
women, and children-victims of 
war and persecution in many parts 
of the world. The funds raised by 
1his humanitarian organization are 
broken down into the Israel Emer-
gency Fund which was formed dur-
ing the 6-day war in '67 and the 
regular UJA campaign . 
Jn 1971, 90% of Israel's tax 
revenues and 30% of its GNP are 
s p e n t f o r d e f e n s e. Israel 
must spend 1his money in order 
to maintain its strength against 
its Arab neighbors and their Rus-
sian allies-only through strength 
will there be any possibility of a 
peace thaL will be acceptable to 
Israel. 
lmpor1antly. though. the funds 
from I EF help onl} in maintaining 
the social welfare agencies in Is-
rael and these agencies aid all 
Israelis. be they Moslem, Christian 
or Jew. "Jone of the money raised 
is spent on defense Without these 
U J A funds. Israel would still have 
to spend 90°0 of its tax revenue 
on defense, leaving its social needs 
grossly unattended. The IEF acts 
in such capacit ies as financing 
1he resettling of 50.000 immigrants 
per year at SS.400.00 per person. 
building hospitals, schools , and 
housing orphans brought into Is-
rael by Youth Aliyah. 
The UJ A regular campaign aids 
the rest of World Jewry as well as 
the state of Israel Lhrough such 
programs as the American Joint 
Dis1ribution Committee (JDC), 
United Hias Service (UHS) , and 
New Americans (NY ANA). The 
JDC provides a wide range of 
health, welfare, rehabilitation, edu-
cation, and cultural services for 
needy Jews in 30 countries around 
1he world, including Israel. 
The UHS aids Jewish immi-
grants settling in countries other 
1han Israel , and the NYANA aids 
Jewish immigrants settling in the 
New York area. The Wellesley 
Campaign begins work next Mon-
da> in hopes of contributing to 
the national SS00,000,000 UJA goal 
by reaching Its own goal of $1.000. 
ERRATUM 
Last week's front-page story 
t.'Ol)('ernlng the confusion over EB-
WELL's budget was writtea by 
Paula Pavey '73. 
LOG J ,OfS CONCERT '11 
The !\RT Logarythrns will pr& 
sent a concert featuring oollege 
groups (rorn the Northeast at 8 
p.m. an Sat. Feb. 27,- In Kresge 





Emmanuel Twelve Tones 
.Are you a 
prospect for 
Sculpture Creates Organic Environment 
the . 
. Peac·e Corps? 
Answer 
. these 
4 questions · 
,and see. 
., 1. Are you a graduating 
senior majoring in science, 
engineering, agriculture or 
business? 
2. Are you graduating with 
a degree 1n liberal arts, 
with summer experiens;e in 
such skills as farming, 
construction, business or 
public health? 
3. ~re you willing and able 
to acquire a working 
knowledge of a foreign 
language if given the 
proper training? 
4. Do you have a genuine 
desire to work in partner-
ship with people in other 
parts of the world? 
If your answers to one of 
the first two questions and 
both of the last two ques-
tions are "YES", you are a 
prospect for the Peace 
Corps. 
Want to know more? Send 
in the coupon. 
The Peace Corps 
You can be proud of it. 
You can be part of it. 
---------------, 
THE PEACE CORPS 
Washington, D. C. 
Tell me more eboul lhe opportun11ies 
in the Peace Corps for graduating 
college men and women 
I 'd be available for service In lhc 
~o•I 6·12 monlhs 0 YES 0 NO 
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Cybernetic sculpture responds to electronic vibrations o music end light in 
exhibit •• H.Jyden Gallery, MIT. 
EB-WELL Reaction .. . 
(Continued from page 1) 
projects she would like to start is a 
sensitivity program for tutors, so 
that they can better understand the 
students they are trying to teach. 
What's Missing 
Sister Margaret also discussed 
the College's financial commit-
ment as well as Lhe students' time 
commitment. She feels 1hat "if the 
program is discontinued, it can be 
laid at Mr. Phibbs' feet. .. it will 
fail, if it docs, because of the Wei· 
lcsley administration." 
She continued, "The quarrel is 
a financial quarrel. .. Wellesley 
mad..: an estimate of hO\\ much 
service" project. will be cut, Sis-
ter Margaret said, "It isn 't true that 
Upward Bound need be cut. .. if 
you have the money in the budge1 
(SS0,000 in College funds was 
originally reserved for EB· WELL) . 
it doesn't disappear." 
I this program would be worth to 
I them." Referring to the administra-
1 tion's argument that if Wellesley 
I helps to fund a community project 
si; ... ·rt.. <I.IP I in East Boston, the budget for Up-
_______________ J ward Bound. Wellesley's "social 
She feels LhaL "we have here Lhe 
model for an urban program that 
could succeed.'' She explained. 
.. \\.'hat is missing is an understand-
ing of what 'co-operative' means. 
We want to participate in the pro-
gram as equals .. . we don't want 
it any other wny." The East Bos· 
ton communi1y has given the Wei· 
leslcy administration a deadline of 
Mar~h 10 to "tighten up the pro· 
gram," according to Sister Mar-
garet. The respon•c from both sidl'S 
could well ue1crmine the futllrl' 
of EB-WELL and anv 01hcr urban 
programs at Wellesley. 
By Debbie Lodge '73 
Silver stalks intertwine, sway, 
vibrate in organic fom1ation. 
Slender fronds of stainless steel. 
inrused with a common life, grace-
fully (obediently) respond to the 
omnipotent commands of the elec-
tronic music and light which per-
vade the black-dark room . 
Lhe palpitations of the electronic 
music (by Paul Earls) draw the 
viewer into this artistic realm. 
'"Dance With My Work" 
.. Bring your musical instruments. 
come to sing and dance with my 
work," says the sculptor-creator 
Tsai. One cannot refuse such an 
invitation . There a re no spectators 
to Lhis exhibit: all arc participants, 
dra\\O into the magical dance of 
1hc steel rods. 
Pcrelandra revisited'? A Jacques 
Cousteau underwater special? Have 
we tcssered to witness Charles 
Wullacc's It command the silver 
forest? 
Tsai: 
Yet thi~ wonderland of vibrating 
beau1y is found at MIT's Hayden 
Gallery. "Tsai: Cybernetic Sculp-
ture Environment" is an exhibit of 
clec1ronically controlled sculpture 
by Wen-Ying Tsai, a Fellow of 
the Center for Advanced Visual 
Studies at MIT 
A man claps and the room shiv-
ers. ''Your proximity activates this 
sculpture" reads a small card. The 
viewer participates actively in this 
world, this sculpture. environment ; 
strobe lights. vibreting stools, and 
Tsai has created living sculpture 
which responds to imperceptible 
vibrations, a delicate fusion of 
metal. music, and light. A 20-foot-
high palm-tree-like sculpture quiv-
ers in response 10 a note; smaJI 
vibra1ing discs catch the light and 
reflect prismic shivers. Hayden Gal-
lery has been transformed into a 
world where hannony, rhythm 
and grace reign supreme. 
This environment of living sculp-
ture is on eithibit until March 3. 
Hayden Gallery is open to the 
public 10·5 weekdays. 1-5 on week-
ends. 
Pacifist Information Group 
Backs Nonviolent Alternative 
By Beverly Vassar '74 
"PIGs" arc organizing at MIT 
for the purpose of creaLing an al-
ternative to violent action for 
members of the Institute communi-
ty including Wellesley students. 
The Pacifists' I n form a t i on 
Group <PIG) was organized as 
a seminar bv MIT studen1 Ken 
Olsen during the January Inde-
pendent Activi1y period this year. 
Coiled bv Olsen a "General Intro-
duction · 10 Non-violent Ac1ion 
Study in the Boston Area" the 
s..:mi~ar's six members are now 
trying to organiz..: as an approved 
I nstituh! activity . 
Not1·l'iole11t P11rpo:;e 
"Our mnin purpos..: is to give 
the l\1 IT communitv an alt..:rnati1·e 
to th..: \ iolencc of ias1 spring.·· C'\· 
plain..:u K..:n . The steering com-
min..:..: has heard rcp1 cscntati\ cs 
from 01h..:r groups dcdica1eu 10 
nom iolcncc in 1hc Boston area, in-
cluJing the \mcrican Friends 
Sl'r\ ic..: Commiuee. 
Pr..:scnting th..: nhernaliYe to MIT 
workers as well as students is one 
of their goals. The PIGs intend to 
leaflet the Draper labs at the In-
stitute which are involved in do-
ing war research. The lab employ-
ees will be informed of other jobs 
in the greater Boston area where 
1hcir talents could be directed in~o 
more "socially beneficial" chan-
nels. 
l 11/ or mat ion Center 
In addition to this active role. 
now mainlv directed toward mak-
ing their presence known to the 
MIT community. the club wants 
10 assume the passive role of an 
information ccmer. They hope that 
1h..:y will b..: able 10 open a library 
of nonviolent li1eraLurc and ref-
erence materials. 
No general mee1ings have been 
hdd. but Ob..:n hopes that enough 
int..:rcst ''ill be generated to have 
an e' cning gnthcring of potcniial 
PI Gs soon. Those wh0 are interest· 
cu in \\ orking \\ ilh 1he group arc 
askl·d to cull him ut 868-3068. 
mind expansions • • • 
(Continued from page 2) 
in connection with disorders on the Kent oampus last May. The case will 
be Oaric'IS first major criminal trial since he lef.t the ofilce of. Att.<rne'Y 
General o1 ,the United States. 
'NEW RAVEN - Five of the eight Ivy League colleges expect a decline 
in admissions this year, according to the-i" admissions offices. Only Dart-
mouth, Comen, and Columbia expect an equtnbrium or increase. The other 
five explain the decline in tenns of the national recession coupled with in-
creased tt.Dtion costs. Jcim Muyskens, Dean of Undergraduate Admissions 
at Yale. doesn'.t lee! that the quality of applicants has changed. "A se«-
sel.OO!lim process seems to be taklng place such tha.t , in a sense, we have 
more realistic candidates i:er square inch than ever before." 
CAMBRIDGE - A group of Harvard freshmen recently invited Harvard 
president-elect Derek Bok to a beeNllldfpretzeis get acquainted pa.11ty. Bok 
IXlok a rs.in OOeck, stating that he was occupied b)' the press end ms 
obligations at Harvard Law Sctlool. However, he assured the boys that as 
!IOon as things cairned dcr.vn be would be glad to visit - and bring tile beer. 
CAMBRIDGE - MIT's Ree.I Estate Office has completed a study for a 
low-inccme housing program for the city of Cambridge. SUbject to Federal 
awrovoaI, MIT's overall housing projeot wou!id eJlC00'1l6SS a total of 1600 
IDits to be built at five sites in the city. The low~ ape.ritments, whic:ft 
would be oontrolled by the Cambridge Chmmunity Develo;llllent Office, are 
int'ended for some of the 6,600 hou;lehdds in Cambridge headed by people 
aver m. 
from .the iVMy tower 
Folder, Marked 'You' 
By Cheryl Sandford '73 . . . just routine housekeeping .. . 
You are en empty manila folder. well, I haven't done much, but .. . 
Because you are at •this moment And you will die. 
at Wellesley. Drop out, transfer, A little Wellesley girl, on scholar-
graduate; you have a name and a ship like myself, will take her ap-
class number and your manila fol- p o i n t e d five hours between 
der will come into existence, neat- cJasses to sit before the files and 
ly, in the file. pull you out. Mark "DECEASED" 
Whatever you do, wherever you in neat letters with a red pen. And 
go, if you make the papers, or send trot to the little back closet to re-
in information, or your friends file you, under Deceased, jamming 
do, it will collect. Slowly, like Jane you roughly ino a right drawer. 
Crey's in obscure Yubi , New Mex- Or to stop. To wonder. To stand 
ico, or fastly, like Ali McGraw's. before the drawers holding a life 
The facts of your life will be between her hands. A life of loving, 
snipped . (to conserve on space), hating, caring, tenderness, cruelty, 
dated, and pasted on sheets of maybe. A life of plenty, or sacri-
white typing paper. (J know, J cut, fice. Money, ease, fame, power, 
I paste, I file, five hours a week contribution - thick with names 
for Wellesley.) It will be there in and places, but who knows how 
that folder. Something. hollow and empty. 
I wonder. Will yours be thick To hold you, softly, between 
with important articles, clippings the hands, a~ thin~; this: too, was 
from Time, reviews from Harper's, a human bemg, unique m all the 
interviews from CBS, UPI, - or world. 
stuffed with hometown news of To gently close the file drawer, 
marriages and births, PT A, sewing, for one awaits me, too. An eml?ty 
and the car pool. The year's rolling manila folder, clean, new, v.1th 
on like the words . . . I spent the my name. 
first three years getting a master's ... -------------. 
degree from Yale . . . little Hans is 
looking forward to beginning lcin-
dergarten .. . my Ph.D. completed 
... the bride wore .. . I've work-
ed at several part time jobs . . . 
spent time in jail for .. . . my hus-
band and I travel . . . after med 
school ... as oa governor's wife .. . 
my latest book . . . I am active in 
the League of Women voters in 
.. . since my husband retired . .. I 
s tudied in Germany, met and mar-
ried Dave . .. happy to receive the 
NTA award .. . my grandchildren 
Depend upon 
a~Q 
Camera & Frame Shop 
Your complete photo 
supply headquarters 
61 Central St. 235-4456 
New York City ••• 
and how to swing it. 
The Biltmore puts it together. With our Special 
STUDENT Rates. Your own pad, right in the mid-
dle of everything that makes Fun City everything 
it is. And everything going on the East Side, West 
Side and Village is all about 15 minutes away. 
For students, $15 single, $21 twin. $26 triple. For 
faculty, S2J single. $29 twin. 
for reurCJGtion•. c:olf FREE 
From viywhere in the Continental U.S.A • • • . 800-221-2690 
In New York State ..... ................... 800·522·6449 
New York City (local) •••• • ••••••• . ••• • •.• • • • • 340-2776 
THE AltEALTYHOTEL 
BILTMORE 
" A FamouJ Hor~/ Wilh Crut Tr•d11ion" 
M.ld•son Avenue •t 4lrd Strttl 
N~w York, N. Y. 10017 
Jewett to Host 
Musical Events 
Jewett Arts Center will be the 
scene of three events of unusual 
interest to lovers of early music 
this weekend. 
Friday evening's offering will be 
a concert of violin sonatas per-
formed by Ayrton Pinto (a Boston 
Symphony musician on the Welles-
ley faculty) . The ,onatas will rep-
resent the Baroque, Classical, and 
Romantic periods, and in each 
case there will be an accompani-
ment by the appropriate keyboard 
instrument. played either by Lola 
Odidgo or Phyllis Moss. 
The New England Chapter of 
the American Musicological So-
ciety will convene in Jewett on 
Saturday at I: 30 p.m. for a session 
devoted to the music of Mozart. 
(Wellesley students are invited to 
consider themselves members for 
the day!) The two problems con-
sidered on the program concern 
performance tempos and the chal-
lenge of completing the numerous 
unfiDished works of Mozart. (The 
latter subject will be discussed by 
Robert Levin, whose involvement 
with this same problem created 
such a stir a few years ago that 
even as a Harv.ard undergraduate 
he received feature coverage in an 
article in Time.) 
The Jewett Art Gallery will 
again provide the setting on Sun-
day afternoon for a brief infonnal 
concert preceding the Civilization 
film series being presented by the 
Friends of Art. On this occasion 
Eva Linfield (recorder), Adrienne 
Cook (viola da gamba), and 
Audley Green (harpischord) will 
present a program of Baroque en-
semble music. For these concerts 
the audience sits surrounded by 
paimings and sculpture, as well as 
the present display of early instru-
ments from the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts. 
Budget •.. 
(Continued from page t) several factors, which Mr. Kiebal·· 
about half of the money for educa- summarized as follows: (1) th 
tional and general expenses here national expansionary policy tc-
because of Wellesley's endowment. ward higher education in th· 
United States, especially scientifi 
Endowment "Significant" education after the Korean Wi 
Regarding endowment as "one and Sputnik, with a larger eligibl 
of the most significant sources of population for college entrance an 
income," Mr. Kiebala in<iicated comparably expanding enrollmen• 
that at most other schools tuition accompanying the greater priorit 
pays for about 80 pe·r cent of the put on education; (2) a larg 
educational and general expenses, growth market with generally goo 
which normally constitute far less incomes and generous gifts to co · 
than the three-fourths of the bud- leges offset by the inflationary e. 
get they comprise at Wellesley. feels of the economy; and (3) th 
Since about three-fourths of the fact that " the technology of highe 
College's intake from tuition, en- education as an industry is norr 
dowment, and other sources comes productive" because as a non-pro~ 
earmarked for educational and gen- it institution a college must use if 
era! purposes, the College has resources wisely without reaping 
maintained a balance between in- financial benefit from its educ. 
come and expenses in this area. tional product, and its faculty merr 
Mr. Kiebala explained that the bers and the college itself mu 
College must compensate for the pay the same prices ;n the mar~ 
imbalance in auxiliary enterprises place as other industries and the 
by trying to establ ish a "reasonable employees. 
expenditure base" which can grow _____________ .,,., 
at the rate of seven to eight per 
cent a year typical for the ave rage 
annual increase in di rect costs per 
student. This figure compares with 
a yearly two per cent increase in 
the economy-wide index in recent 
years. 
Appllc;atiou, Li~, etc. 
Passport Photos phas l'lloto1 For 
C115t- f'lloto Fratnn 
BUBERTS 
8J Cet1tral Street 
During the last few years these 
educational costs have risen 10- --------------. 
13 per cent per year a t most col-





Opportmitles for betlal8t -4 
aperi•cecf c.-diclahts, priwtlte 
scltools, coast to uast. AIM ,.._ 
lie sclloel1 le tfle ......_., hpe- ' 
clalfy 1eie1tees, •Cltll, .......... 
40 CENTRAL STREET 
237-8200 
Write today for partlalan. 
School Service '!' 
Bureau 







Round-trip DC-8 JET 
from New York 
For only $2to• round trip, 
Icelandic Airlines flies you d i· 
reel to Luxembourg in the hear t 
of Europe for best connections 
to everywhere. Daily Jets. No I 
groups to join. Stay one day or 
up to 45. Fly Icelandic-for low-
est fares to Iceland, Luxem · 
bourg, England, Scotland. Nor· 
way, Sweden and Den mark. , 
S~cl•l fun for students •nd , 
groups rem•lnlng overseas more 
th•n 45 d•ys. Maio• credit cards 
-or Pay Later Plan. Mail coup0n; 
then call your travel agent. 
1 
•Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat. 
To: Icelandic Airlines 
630 Flflh Ave .. N. Y. 10020 
(212) PL 7-8585 
.... 
I~ 
11lirty )emSago,his back was 
up ... IStcmother Did of walL 
Send folderCN on Lowest Jet 
Fares to Europe O Student 
FaresQ 
Nam•------ -
lhemtakm moneJ. Your money. 
AJ>d ... r..i your money,_ lift 
we've never needed i~before. 
t' ... moninfonno&loll-
w1fN ~ ''6t .l~•I l'Ol"'flO~t'I 
Street ______ _ 
' City _ _______ : 
State _ _ __ Zip __ : 
My travel agent Is __ _ I I 
I 
---- ----- I 
·----- ---------------' 
.i_ ICELANDIC AIRLINES 




of any scheduled airline 
TWtJJE2£!~S~~~~~}V~Y. 
is getting away. 
Getaway is not just going standby basis, plus reduced 
home, it's going somewhere new rates at most places where 
~~-doing something different, so you'll be staying. 
fllta"5s send in the coupon and let ~~ And then there's TWA's 
~ ! us send you our free ~ free Getaway Card. 
Getaway Vacation Kit. With it, you can charge airfare, 
The kit has a book covering hotels, cars, meals, just about 
19 of the world's great cities. 
It has three brochures, one 
on America, one on Europe, and 
one on Africa, Asia, the Orient 
and Pacific. 
It has the 
independent Getaway 
Brochure. For people 
who want to 
travel by themselves. 
If you're between 12 and 
21, we can give you our 
Youth Passport card~ It gets you 
331/3 % off domestic flights, on a 
everything. And then take up 
to two years to pay. 
Mail in the coupon for TWA's 
free Getaway Vacation Kit. 
And find out how easy 
getting away really is. 
TWA's Getaway Program 
U .S.A./Europe/ Asia/Pacific/ Africa 
~---------------------------- ---~ 
!TWA, P.O. Box 465, Farmi ngdale, N.Y. 11735 ~ 
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